
What is VöR?
VÖR (Versatile Ontology Research) is a Noblis-developed natural language processing and visualization 
application suite for quickly processing open source taxonomy information and determining trends, 
connections, and conclusions from your data. It is an adaptable, customizable, and user-friendly tool 
that fuses data science and analysis into one technology.
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Noblis-Developed Tool

VÖR: Versatile Ontology research
Textual data collections must be harvested, enriched, and visualized to fully understand potential threats. What if there 
was a tool available to help you find the most salient piece of data in real time to help you write your reports?

Noblis fused our background in data science, machine learning, and intuitive user interfaces with real world input from 
analysts to solve the unstructured data problem facing a variety of different missions. By creating the ability to rapidly 
search large volumes of text with advanced visualization and interactive design, determining trends, finding connections, 
and reaching conclusions from disparate data sets is far more attainable. Noblis’ answer is VÖR (Versatile Ontology 
Research): a visualization-enriched, context specific, unstructured data exploration tool, created by analysts for analysts, 
that empowers the analytic mission.

Problems Vör Solves:
VÖR addresses several fundamental challenges any analyst has:
• Collecting and aggregating unstructured data from large numbers of online sources and organizational document-

rich databases

• Presenting the information from unstructured data sources in an easy-to-use interface along with visualizations that 
allow analysts to identify trends, derive insights, and make decisions

• Suggest non-obvious connections and trends that analysts might miss

• Enable customizable displays that support highly tailored content toward the analyst mission



Why Noblis?
Noblis is a nonprofit science and technology organization with a reputation for independent objectivity that 
brings the best of scientific thought, engineering expertise, and strategic management. We work with a wide 
range of government and industry clients in the areas of national security, intelligence, transportation, healthcare, 
environmental sustainability, and enterprise engineering. Together with our wholly owned subsidiary, Noblis ESI, 
we solve difficult problems of national significance and support our clients’ most critical missions.

VÖR scours the internet using multiple data source ingestion 
types to collect information of interest. 

Collected data is interwoven into a network of information on 
your interest areas.

Using ontology-driven connections, a variety of data groups 
may be displayed, annotated, filtered and analyzed.

Collect
Scour the Internet in search of new sources that may be 
of interest to you! VÖR is equipped to handle multiple 
data source ingestion types, including RSS feeds, 
uploaded documents, common database formats, and 
the deep and dark web.

Connect
Our ontology driven annotation interweaves the various 
types of collected data sources into a traversable 
network of information. With VÖR, you can build out your 
network utilizing our custom Ontology Builder, which uses 
machine learning to assist you in building out your perfect 
ontology. You can also import an ontology file or take 
advantage of existing community ontologies.

Explore  
Our analytics, powered by your tailored ontology, provide 
a robust and expansive content tagging and enrichment 
system that brings only the pertinent items you’re looking 
for to the forefront.
• Dive: An interactive graphic displaying ontology terms 

and groupings found in relationship to one another 
given an input free text or term query.

• Dossier: An analytic tool which builds a dossier for a 
particular term within your ontology, including co-
located terms and occurrence history.

• Ontology Explorer: Explore and add connections to 
elements within a particular ontology.

• Text Viewer & Markup Tool: Displays specific search 
items, such as news stories documents, with all 
ontology terms highlighted. This view allows for 
the addition of comments and markups to further 
annotate a particular data source.

• Custom Filtered Feeds: List of predefined filters 
to group incoming and previously harvested data 
sources.
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